Some Kind Of Interview
-What's the meaning of MarysCreek?
Mats - Stefan and I was trying to just get a name that was easy to remember

and so we could get a .com domain. I think we found the name on one of
Nighwish records…they had a song called “Creek Mary´s blood” so we throw
the words around…and there it was..MarysCreek, a name that is easy to
remember and we also got our web address www.maryscreek.com
-How will you define as a musician? Which are your main influences?
Mats – We all got different backgrounds as musicians and we all played in

different kind of bands for a long time, we also played a lot of different music
styles from pop, jazz to really hard metal but what got us together was the love
for hardrock.
If I talk for myself I´m a big fan of melodic hardrock, bands like Motley Crue,
TNT, Harem Scarem, Dream Theater and Van Halen has a special place in my
heart.

-How was the process of the recording of MarysCreek debut album?

Mats – We started to record the drums in the beginning of the summer-06 at a
studio called GuJa Studio in Linköping. Robban and Bobby record all bas and
guitars in Bobby´s studio CrimeLab and I recorded all vocals at our rehearsal
studio called “Hellhole”. Then it was time for the mix procedure at Studio
Fredman in Gothenburg and it took a week for Fredrik and Patrik to get the
mix complete. The Mastering process was taken care by MTM in Germany.
-Did you like the debut album? What's your favorite song and why?

Mats – Of course we love the album, I think it´s a perfect mix between classic
melodic rock and the new modern metal…the best of two worlds.
It´s hard to have a personal favorite when you wrote most of the songs but if I
have to pic two it must be A little bit of everything and Hold on. A little bit of
everything was the first song I ever wrote for MarysCreek and this song has a
great melodic chorus with a great groove. Hold on is written by Peter Björkman
(our old guitarist) and is a hard driven song with a punky/blues feeling that I
really love.
-What do you think of internet? It's a good way of promo for bands like
this?

Mats – I think the internet is great for new acts like us, things got so much
easier to promote a band now a days. So my answer on this question is that
internet is a great way to promote your band.

-Best Tour Bus or your favorite MarysCreek moment?
Mats – This is not the best moment of MarysCreek but it´s the one that I

remember best. It was at Silja Rock (a boat trip between Sweden and Finland
with a lots of band playing for 48-hours) last year. After the gig on the first
night we were celebrating the great gig we had and after a while I went to the
bar to get another beer and without looking at the floor a put my foot a broken
glass that went through my foot…but sister Mary did a great job with my foot
so I manage to do the gig the night after the accident. But I also remember that
on this trip I think we did some of our best gigs ever.

-And biggest disappointments?

Mats – So far we haven´t got any disappointments. but I´ll guess the will come
some day.
-Are you planning to play in LatinoAmerica?

Mats – I really hope the we can visit LatinoAmerica and do some gigs
sometimes but I don´t know where it will be. There´s so many countries that
we want to visit in a near future and we really looking forward to all the live
shows and meet our fans.
-What's next for MarysCreek?

Mats – Right now there´s a lot of promotion work for our front coming album
Some Kind Of Hate that will be released in Europe 23:rd of mars. We also hope
that we can to a Some Kind Of Tour this year and if there´s anyone out there
reading this that can set up a tour in LatinoAmerica…contact us:o)
-If there's anything you'd like to say, please do it

Mats – Hope you all will enjoy our front coming debut album and that we
hopefully get the possibility to tour LatinoAmerica in a near future!
See ya on the road!
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